19% of students complete (degree/certificate, transfer, transfer-ready) within 3 years and 42% within 6 years.
In Fall 11, new students success rates were 15% lower than the all-student average and 38% student don’t return the subsequent Fall.
Only 12.4% of two levels below (Math 205) students pass a transferable level Math. And only 21% of English two levels below (ENGL 250) pass a transferable English.
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Successful 11/12 degree and certificate recipients took an average of 4.5 years and completed 85 units.
We have points of intervention to increase the likelihood of our students succeeding.
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- 19% of students complete (degree/certificate, transfer, transfer-ready) within 3 years and 42% within 6 years.
- In Fall 11, new students success rates were 15% lower than the all-student average and 38% of students do not persist to the subsequent Fall.
- Only 12.4% of two levels below (Math 205) students pass a transferable level Math. And only 21% of English two levels below (ENGL 250) pass a transferable English.
- Some courses fill up right at pre-registration and have no open seats by first census.
- Successful 11/12 degree recipients took an average of 4.5 years and completed 85 units.
- We have points of intervention to increase the likelihood of our students succeeding.